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Manual abstract:

2) Secure the two brackets C to the wall inserting two of the screws supplied through the two holes on line X1-X2 as illustrated . 3) Slide the canopy down the
wall to locate the key hole over the washer then secure the canopy to the wall by inserting two of the screws supplied through the two outer holes in the rim of
the canopy J1 and J2 as illustrated X X1 H X2 C J 1 2 S30_02_n J 1 2 X1 15 = = A B 180 180 S30_03_n H = = 920 min 750 max 670 min 1140 max X2 590

min 670 J = = 180 275 290 S30_01_n 600 700 900 Installation electrolux 7 Connections Ducted Version Air Exhaust system When installing the ducted
version, connect the hood to the chimney using either a flexible or rigid pipe ø 150 or 125 mm, the choice of which is left to the installer. · To install a ø 125
mm air exhaust connection, insert the reducer flange G on the hood body air outlet and the adapting ring ø120-125 F on the reducer flange. · Fix the pipe in
position using sufficient pipe clamps (not supplied). · Remove any activated charcoal filters. Connection in Recycling Version · When the hood is fitted in the
recirculation mode the Air Outlet Connection H should be fitted as illustrated . · Fit the (optional) charcoal filters by repeating the following operation on

each side of the motor housing. Place the two key hole slots in the filter and turn the filter clockwise to lock the filter in position. WARNING: It is a possible
fire hazard if the metal grease filters are not cleaned and the charcoal filters replaced regularly. ø120 G ø125 F G ø150 EN H B A Connection to the Mains
WARNING: Double insulated do not earth · Before connecting to the mains supply ensure the mains voltage corresponds to the voltage on the rating plate

inside the hood.
· This appliance is fitted with a 2 core mains cable and must be permanently connected to the electricity supply via a double-pole switch having 3mm

minimum contact gap on each pole. 8 electrolux Installation/Use Chimney assembly Upper Chimney · To fit the upper chimney A, place the top edge of the
chimney over the EN bracket C as illustrated and secure the chimney using two of the 2.9mm self tapping screws provided. · The distance H in the height

between the fixing holes X1 and X2 is determined by the height of the upper chimney A. Lower Chimney · To fit the lower chimney B, apply slight force to the
two rear edges to increase the width of the apperture, then sleeve the chimney B over the chimney A as illustrated.

B USE The cooker hood functions are controlled by a series of slider or push button switches mounted on the front of the hood and control the worktop
lighting and fan motor speeds. This cooker hood will not remove steam. 1) SLIDER SWITCHES - A switch controls the wotktop lighting - ON/OFF. - A switch

controls the fan speeds OFF/ON-1-2-3. - The red neon lamp illuminates when the motor is switched ON .
2) SPEED SETTINGS - 1/Low should be selected when simmering or when using only one pan. - 2/Medium should be selected for cooking when using up to
four pans. - 3/High should be selected when frying or cooking food with a strong odour. S30_08_n Maintenance electrolux 9 MAINTENANCE N.B. Before

carring out any kind of maintenance, cleaning or replacing lamps, disconnect the hood from the mains supply. Lighting 40 W incandescent light · Remove the
metal grease filters. · Unscrew the bulbs and replace them with new ones having the same characteristics. · Replace the metal grease filters. Filters · The
metal grease filter should be cleaned every two months or more frequently if the hood is used consistently and can be cleaned in a dishwasher or by hand

using a mild detergent or liquid soap.

When replacing, ensure that they are dry. · The charcoal filter cannot be washed and should be replaced at least every 2 months or more frequently if the
hood is used consistently. EN Cleaning When cleaning the hood, it is recommended to use a damp cloth and mild liquid household cleaner. Never use

abrasive cleaning materials..
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